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Master-equation model of a single-quantum-dot microsphere laser

Oliver Benson and Yoshihisa Yamamoto*
ERATO Quantum Fluctuation Project, E. L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 11 December 1998!

We present a theoretical model for the electrically pumped single-quantum-dot microsphere laser. We solve
the master equation of the system and analyze the steady state and dynamical properties of the optical field,
such as output power, photon number fluctuation, and linewidth, for realistic experimental parameters. The
laser threshold power is several orders of magnitude lower than is currently possible with semiconductor
microlasers. A semiclassical approximation for the output power and laser linewidth is derived and compared
to the exact solution. Electrical pumping together with Coulomb blockade effect allows for the realization of
regular pumping in the system. We discuss the possibility for the generation of heralded single photons and of
sub-Poissonian laser light.@S1050-2947~99!05506-7#

PACS number~s!: 42.55.Sa, 42.55.Px, 42.50.Dv, 78.66.2w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Single-atom lasers and single-atom masers have be
subject of intense theoretical and experimental study for s
eral years. They represent the ultimate microscopic limit
lasers and masers in the sense that the active medium
sists only of a single atom. Whereas a theoretical treatm
of lasers where both the atoms and the light field are qu
tized usually requires approximations@1#, an exact quantum
mechanical description is possible in the limit of a sing
atom. Theoretical models and numerical methods for diff
ent configurations were investigated in several papers@2–7#.

Experimental realization of these model systems,
single-atom maser@8# and the single-atom laser@9#, were
used to explore fundamental aspects of light-matter inte
tion. It was possible to demonstrate the generation of n
classical states of the electromagnetic field@10# and to study
the dynamics of this quantum system in detail@11#.

In semiconductor lasers, reducing the volume of the
tive medium and developing high-Q cavities was motivated
by the desire to reduce the laser threshold. An ultimate
croscopic limit of semiconductor lasers is a single quant
dot ~QD! coupled to a single mode of an optical cavity. A
experimental realization of such a single-quantum-dot la
~SQDL! was proposed recently@12#. In contrast to the ex-
perimental realizations of the single-atom maser and la
where dilute atomic beams were utilized, in the SQDL t
QD stays in permanent interaction with the laser field. In t
sense, it is analagous to the proposed ion-trap laser@13#.

Apart from its character as a model cavity-QED syste
the SQDL has possible applications as a laser with an
tralow threshold. Low thresholds are of great importance,
example, for applications as low-power optical interconne
in highly integrated structures.

In Sec. II of this paper, we describe our theoretical mo
for the SQDL. We derive a master equation and show t
the model system is equivalent to an incoherently pum
four-level laser. Section III presents the steady state solut

*Also at NTT Basic Research Laboratories, Atsugishi, Kanaga
Japan.
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of these equations, and the dependence of the mean ph
number, the photon number fluctuations, and the linewi
on the pump rate are discussed for realistic experimental
rameters. Due to the short lifetime of the excited QD sta
which has to be overcome by strong pumping, se
quenching@3# is a particular problem in the SQDL. We focu
on this problem and discuss its effect on the steady s
properties. In Sec. IV, we derive a semiclassical approxim
tion for the mean photon number and the linewidth in stea
state. Electrical pumping allows for precise control of t
pumping process, which is a unique feature of this system
Sec. V, we show how regular pumping can be implemen
in the SQDL. We discuss the possible generation of heral
single photons and of sub-Poissonian laser light.

II. THE MODEL

The system under investigation is a single quantum
coupled to a single mode of an optical cavity@12#. Figure
1~a! gives a schematic of the experimental setup. The ac
medium consists of a single self-assembled InAs quan

a,

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the experimental setup for the sing
quantum-dot laser. The active medium consists of a single In
quantum dot in a GaAs matrix. The optical cavity is a glass mic
sphere, which is brought close to the sample surface. Light em
from the dot couples into a whispering gallery mode of the sph
~represented by the equatorial band!. ~b! Schematic energy-band
structure of the double-heterojunction resonant-tunneling struc
used for pumping a single quantum dot. Carriers tunnel one
time from the doped GaAs reservoirs, through the intrinsic AlGa
barriers, into the isolated InAs QD.
4756 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 59 4757MASTER-EQUATION MODEL OF A SINGLE-QUANTUM- . . .
dot in a GaAs matrix. The optical cavity is a glass micr
sphere, which is brought close to the sample surface. L
emitted from the dot couples into a whispering gallery mo
of the sphere.

In our model we assume electrical pumping with un
internal quantum efficiency, ignoring effects such as leak
current. One way to approach this ideal limit is to incorp
rate the QD into a double-heterojunction resonant-tunne
structure, similar to that used to inject excitons into quant
wells @14#. Figure 1~b! shows a schematic of an appropria
energy-band structure. Carriers can tunnel from the do
GaAs reservoirs, through the intrinsic AlGaAs barriers, in
the isolated InAs QD. If an electron~hole! tunnels a second
electron~hole! requires a somewhat larger energy to tunn
due to the Coulomb repulsive energy. The electron~hole!
energy level in the QD is effectively shifted by a single ele
tron ~hole! tunneling event@thin lines in Fig. 1~b!#. If the
shifted energy level lies above the Fermi level of then ~p!
side further electron~hole! tunneling is prohibited. This is
known as the Coulomb blockade effect. Thus, only a sin
electron and single hole can tunnel into the electron and h
ground state of the QD. This state, a single hole and a si
electron in the QD, is the upper laser stateuA&. The electron
and hole radiatively recombine, leaving the QD in the la
ground stateuB&, i.e., no hole and no electron in the QD
There are two paths by which to pump the QD to the up
laser state. Either a hole tunnels first, followed by an elect
tunneling event, or an electron tunnels first, followed by
hole tunneling event. We denote the intermediate sta
uone hole&uzero electron& and uzero hole&uone electron& as
statesuD& and uC&, respectively. Thus, the system can
described as an incoherently pumped four-level laser as
picted in Fig. 2.

The coupling strength of the transition between lasing l
els uA& and uB& and the whispering gallery mode of the m
crosphere~symbolized as a circle in Fig. 2! is determined by
the coupling constantg. Incoherent pumping of the uppe
laser level via intermediate levelsuC& anduD& is decribed by
ratesRBC , RCA , RBD , andRDA . Finally, the rateRAB de-
scribes the combined effect of spontaneous emission of p
tons in modes other than the lasing mode and nonradia
decay, andk is the damping rate of photons in the las
mode.

The dynamics of the combined QD-field density matrixr
is governed by the master equation

FIG. 2. Schematic level diagram of SQDL laser levels. The fo
levels are connected via ratesRBC , RDA , RBD , andRCA ~electron
and hole tunneling!. Spontaneous emission into nonlasing mode
described by the rateRAB ;g is the QD-field coupling constant; an
k is the photon damping rate.
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]t
r5Lr5

1

i\
@H,r#1Ldot r1Lfield r, ~1!

with the electric dipole, rotating-wave approximatio
Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

H52\g~as†1a†s!. ~2!

Here s5uB&^Au and s†5uA&^Bu are the atomic lowering
and raising operators. The cavity mode is assumed to
resonant with the lasing transition, and is described by
boson annihilation and creation operatorsa anda†.

Incoherent pumping and relaxation of the QD levelsuJ&
(J5A,B,C,D) are described by

Ldot r52
RAB

2
~ uA&^Aur1ruA&^Au22uB&^AuruA&^Bu!

2
RBC

2
~ uB&^Bur1ruB&^Bu22uC&^BuruB&^Cu!

2
RCA

2
~ uC&^Cur1ruC&^Cu22uA&^CuruC&^Au!

2
RBD

2
~ uB&^Bur1ruB&^Bu22uD&^BuruB&^Du!

2
RDA

2
~ uD&^Dur1ruD&^Du22uA&^DuruD&^Au!,

~3!

and the field damping is given by the Liouville operator

Lfield r52
k

2
~a†ar1ra†a22ara†!. ~4!

The equations of motion for the projections ofr on the
QD levels r IJ5^I uruJ& (I ,J5A,B,C,D) are easily ob-
tained:

]

]t
rAA52 ig~rABa†2arBA!1~Lfield2RAB!rAA1RCArCC

1RDArDD ,

]

]t
rBB52 ig~rBAa2a†rAB!1~Lfield2RBC2RBD!rBB

1RABrAA ,

]

]t
rAB52 ig~rAAa2arBB!1~Lfield2G!rAB ,

~5!
]

]t
rBA5 ig~a†rAA2rBBa†!1~Lfield2G!rBA ,

]

]t
rCC5~Lfield2RCA!rCC1RBCrBB ,

]

]t
rDD5~Lfield2RDA!rDD1RBDrBB ,

r

s
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4758 PRA 59OLIVER BENSON AND YOSHIHISA YAMAMOTO
whereG51/2(RAB1RBC1RBD)1G8. G8 describes an addi
tional dephasing rate, which at higher temperatures is ma
due to phonon scattering.

Similarly, the equations of motion for the projections ofr
on the Fock statesrN,M5^NuruM & are

]

]t
rN,M52 ig~AN11s†rN11,M1ANsrN21,M

2AMrN,M21s†2AM11rN,M11s!

2
k

2
@~N1M !rN,M22A~N11!~M11!rN11,M11#

1Ldot rN,M . ~6!

These equations could be generalized or modified in o
to account for a different or more complicated level struct
of the system. Higher excited states of the QD might
involved in a different pumping scheme, and would requ
additional intermediate states in the pumping system. Co
ent optical pumping could also be implemented similar to
case of an optically pumped ion-trap laser@13#.

III. STEADY STATE PROPERTIES
OF THE SINGLE-QUANTUM-DOT LASER

In this section, we first consider realistic parameters
our calculations, and then discuss the general steady
properties of the SQDL. In our model of the electrica
pumped SQDL sketched in Fig. 1, we assume that
resonant-tunneling condition is satisfied simultaneously
electrons and holes. The electron and hole tunneling rate
determined by the design of the double-heterojunction st
ture, and depend on parameters such as tunnel barrier w
and height, doping, and applied bias voltage. Calculati
based on the WKB approximation indicate that the ratio
electron tunneling rate (RBC and RDA) and hole tunneling
rate (RBD and RCA) is approximately 10 for equal tunne
barrier widths, due to the larger hole effective mass. If
bias voltage is changed, all rates are scanned simultaneo
thus, we assume that the relationRBC5RDA'10RCA
510RBD remains valid. The pump ratesRBC range from 500
MHz to over 10 GHz. In the following, we refer toRBC
whenever we talk about the pump rate. We would like
point out that the assumption of constant ratios of pump ra
is not stringent and that it is straightforward to take in
account a more general model, where the pump rates
controlled individually. We will describe such a case in S
V. However, the general behavior of the system under c
sideration is well described by the above assumptions.

Microsphere cavities can be made by melting the tip of
optical fiber with a focused CO2 laser beam@15#. Q values as
high as 33109 have been observed for whispering galle
modes in these spheres. In practice,Q values of 53108 can
be readily achieved. This corresponds to a photon damp
rate of k54 MHz for 960 nm radiation. Through time re
solved photoluminescence experiments@16#, the spontaneous
decay timeRAB in InAs quantum dots was found to be abo
650 ps. Finally, in the system considered here, the QD-fi
coupling constantg can be as large asg/2p533 MHz @12#.

With these parameters, we use two different methods
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solve Eq.~5!. The steady state properties are most elega
derived with the damping basis approach@6#. In this ap-
proach, Eq.~5! is expanded in eigenstates of the Liouvil
operatorLfield . A recurrence relation can be derived, whic
is effectively solved by the continued fraction method.
discussion of the damping basis treatment of coup
density-matrix equations can be found in Ref.@4#. Dynami-
cal properties of the SQDL, such as the linewidth and
correlation function, are calculated by numerical integrati
We verified our calculations by comparing the steady st
results derived by these two independent methods.

Figure 3~solid lines! shows the mean photon number
the lasing mode for different photon damping ratesk as the
pump rate is changed. The generic behavior for allk is char-
acterized by an increase in the mean photon number up
maximum value, followed by a monotonic decrease. T
self-quenching @3# was also predicted for incoherentl
pumped single-atom lasers. It is due to the destruction of
coherence between the lasing levels by the strong incohe
pump. The destruction of coherence can be interpreted
terms of quantum measurement. A continuous measurem
is performed, determining wether the QD is in stateA or B.
The decay rateG51/2 (RAB1RBC1RBD) of the coherences
rAB andrBA in Eq. ~5! can then be interpreted as the rate
individual measurements.

The threshold of the SQDL can be defined followin
Björk, Karlsson, and Yamamoto@17#. Laser threshold is
reached if the mean number of photons in the lasing mod
one. At this point, stimulated emission overtakes sponta
ous emission, and linear amplification is replaced by non
ear laser oscillation. As can be seen from Fig. 3, thresh
can be reached for all values ofk considered.

The Fano factorF,

F5
^a†aa†a&2^a†a&2

^a†a&
, ~7!

which measures the relative strength of fluctuations in
photon number, is plotted in Fig. 4 for the same parame
as in Fig. 3. For largerk, the Fano factor shows a simila
behavior as the mean photon number. A maximum of fl
tuations coincides with the onset of self-quenching. F

FIG. 3. Dependence of the mean photon number^n& in the
lasing mode on the pump rate for different photon damping ratek
~from bottom to top k56, 5, 4, 3.5 MHz), coupling strength
g/(2p)531.8 MHz, and relaxation rateRAB51500 MHz. Dashed
curves are semiclassical approximations.
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PRA 59 4759MASTER-EQUATION MODEL OF A SINGLE-QUANTUM- . . .
smallerk, the photon number fluctuation curve is charact
ized by two maximum values close to the laser threshold
to the onset of self-quenching. Decreasingk results in a
wider separation between these two maxima, with a reg
of smaller fluctuation in between. The Fano factor outs
the cavityFout and inside the cavityF are simply related by
Fout5112(F21), if the intensity spectrum is Lorentzia
@18#. We verified numerically that this is the case for t
parameters used. In contrast to theoretical predictions
single atom lasers, sub-Poisonian statistics~Fano factor be-
low one! are not expected in the SQDL for realistic expe
mental parameters. This is due to the much smaller ratio
coupling constantg to spontaneous decay rateRAB in the
SQDL compared to single-atom lasers.

We calculated the spectrum of the SQDL, which is d
fined as

S~v!5E
0

`

dt cos~vt !g(1)~ t !, ~8!

with the normalized first-order correlation function

g(1)~ t !5
^a†~ t !a&

^a†a&
5

Tr $a†eLtar%

Tr $a†ar%
. ~9!

Figure 5~solid lines! shows the linewidth for the same pa
rameters as in Fig. 3, and for the indicated photon damp
rates k. The linewidth decreases with increasing pum
power, marking the transition from amplified spontaneo
emission to laser oscillation. For sufficiently high pum
rates, self-quenching causes the linewidth to increase u
the limit of the empty cavity linewidth is reached.

IV. SEMICLASSICAL APPROXIMATION

In this section, we derive a semiclassical approximat
for the mean photon number and the laser linewidth in ste
state. This is particularly advantageous for larger pho
numbers, where numerical integration becomes too time c
suming.

We start with the exact Eq.~5!. Due to the short lifetime
of the upper laser state in the SQDL, the pump rates hav
be large and the photon storage time long in order to ach

FIG. 4. Dependence of the Fano factorF on the pump rate for
different photon damping ratesk ~from bottom to top k
56, 5, 4, 3.5 MHz), coupling strengthg/(2p)531.8 MHz, and
relaxation rateRAB51500 MHz.
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threshold. Thus, it is a good approximation to neglect
field damping operatorLfield in the equation for the polariza
tionsrAB andrBA . At higher temperatures phonon scatteri
leads to a large dephasing rateG8. Thus, the expectation
value ^rAB& can be adiabatically eliminated if the semicla
sical factorization of the density matrix is used. This reduc
Eq. ~5! to an effective two-level system:

ṅ̄5
2g2

G
~PA2PB!n̄1

2g2

G
PA2kn̄,

ṖA52
2g2

G
~PA2PB!n̄2S 2g2

G
1RABD PA1RBAPB ,

~10!

ṖB52 ṖA ,

wherePA and PB are the probabilities of finding the QD in
stateA and B, respectively,n̄ is the mean photon numbe
andRBA5RBC1RBD . The effect of the other QD levels in
volved enters through the normalization condition

15PA1PB1PC1PD5PA1wBPB , ~11!

where we defined the weighting factorwB , which can be
evaluated by inserting the steady state solutions forPC
5^rCC& andPD5^rDD&.

The right hand side of Eq.~10! is identical to the rate
equations for a semiconductor microlaser derived by Bj¨rk
and Yamamoto@19# if (2g2)/G(PA2PB) is replaced by the
optical gain in the semiconductor and if the fractionb of
spontaneous emission into the lasing mode out of the t
spontaneous emission is identified as

b5
2g2/G

2g2/G1RAB

. ~12!

Here, we are only interested in the steady state prope
of the single-quantum-dot laser. In this case it is possible
solve Eq.~5! in steady state, if the semiclassical factorizati
of the density matrix is used. Thus, for larger photon nu
bers an approximation for the mean photon numbern̄ and the
populationsPA , PB , PC , andPD can be derived by solving

FIG. 5. Calculated linewidth of the SQDL when the pump ra
is changed. From bottom to top:k54, 5, 6 MHz. The other param
eters are the same as in Fig. 3. Dashed curves are semicla
approximations.
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a quadratic equation. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 corresp
to the semiclassical approximation, which reproduces qu
tatively the exact calculation. The approximation tends
overestimate the mean photon number by 10–15 % for
values ofk considered.

In Eq. ~10!, the self-quenching effect enters as a reduct
of optical gain when the pump rate is increased. First, if
effective pump rateRBA is small compared toRAB , the op-
tical gain of the laser mode 2g2/@1/2(RAB1RBA)#
'2g2/(1/2RAB) is nearly a constant. Increasing the pum
rate increases the inversion, and thus the mean photon n
ber due to stimulated emission. If the pump rate is furt
increased, the optical gain will decrease onceRBA becomes
comparable toRAB . Since the active medium in a SQDL~by
definition a single QD! is easily saturated, this decrease
efficiency cannot be overcome by a stronger pumping on
critical pump rate is reached. Beyond this critical rate, wh
defines the onset of self-quenching, the mean photon num
decreases monotonically. It was pointed out in Ref.@3# that
this effect is particularly crucial in single-atom lasers b
cause they must be pumped hard to produce a signifi
amount of light.

We now derive a semiclassical approximation for t
SQDL linewidth. Björk and Yamamoto@19# calculate the
linewidth DnFWHM of semiconductor microlasers using a
equivalent electrical circuit model described in Ref.@20#.
Following their approach, and inserting the optical gain
the SQDL, we find

DnFWHM5
1

2p S k2
2g2

G
~PA2PB! D , ~13!

where PA and PB are the semiclassical steady state res
for the effective two-level system. In Fig. 5, we plot resu
of the semiclassical approximation as dashed lines. At sm
pump rates, the linewidth is broadened with respect to
empty cavity linewidth, due to the presence of the absorb
material. In the limit RAB@RBA , PA2PB reduces to
21/wB , as can be derived from Eq.~10!, and we find for the
linewidth at very small pump rate:

DnFWHM,05
1

2p S k1
4g2

wBRAB
D . ~14!

Due to the large coupling constant, this broadening is q
significant, even if the absorber is a single QD. At very hi
pump rate, the QD is completely decoupled from the cav
mode due to self-quenching, and thus the linewidth
proaches the empty cavity linewidthk/2p.

We use the derived approximations for the mean pho
number and the linewidth to give a quantitative analysis
the steady state properties of the SQDL for a wider range
photon damping ratesk. Figure 6 shows~a! the normalized
output powerPout/k5^n&\v and ~b! the linewidth for k
54, 3, 2, 1, and 0.5 MHz, which corresponds toQ54.9
3108, 6.53108, 9.83108, 1.93109, and 3.93109, respec-
tively. Above a photon number of unity in the lasing mode
sharp increase in the photon number and decrease in
linewidth is observed. With increasingQ the onset of self-
quenching is shifted to higher pump rates, and there
larger regime with a linear input/output power characteris
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The threshold fork54 MHz corresponds to a current o
22.4 pA, more than five orders of magnitude lower than
current record for a microcavity semiconductor laser
8.7 mA @21#. The maximum output power of 16.5 pW i
this case can be increased to several nW by increasing thQ
of the optical cavity.

V. REGULAR PUMPING

In the electrically pumped SQDL, the Coulomb blocka
effect together with resonant tunneling can be utilized
control electron and hole tunneling individually. Figure 7~a!
shows the schematic energy-band structure when
resonant-tunneling condition is satisfied for electrons a
holes at different bias voltagesV. Due to the Coulomb block-
ade effect, one and only one electron tunnels atV5Ve , and
one and only one hole tunnels atV5Vh . In this case, the
level scheme of the SQDL can be reduced to the three-le
scheme shown in Fig. 7~b!. Starting with the SQDL ground
stateuB& ~no hole and no electron in the QD!, the bias volt-
age is set to the electron resonant-tunneling condition, an
electron can tunnel~intermediate stateuC&). Then, the volt-
age is switched to satisfy the hole resonant-tunneling co
tion, and a hole can tunnel~upper SQDL stateuA&), followed
by the emission of a single photon. By modulating the a
plied bias voltage betweenVe andVh , a single electron and
a single hole can be injected per modulation periodT, as

FIG. 6. Semiclassical approximation for~a! the output power
and ~b! the linewidth for k54, 3, 2, 1, and 0.5 MHz. In~a! the
output power is normalized tok.
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long as the electron and hole tunneling rates are large c
pared to the modulation frequencyf 51/T. Thus, regular
pumping is realized. Another regular pumping scheme uti
ing surface acoustic waves was proposed recently@22#.
There are two operation regimes, depending on whether
modulation frequency is smaller or larger than the pho
damping rate of the optical cavity.

In the first case, the photon damping rate is larger than
modulation frequency. The mean photon number in the c
ity is much smaller than one, and the laser is far bel
threshold. If, in this case, the spontaneous emission ra
large compared to the modulation frequency, a single pho
is emitted within each cycle. Thus, a stream of single p
tons with well regulated time intervals can be generated.
perimental evidence for such a single photon turnstile dev
@23# was given recently@24#. The device used in this exper
ment consists of an intrinsic quantum well as an active m
dium in the middle of a mesoscopicp-n junction. The ex-
periment was performed at 50 mK, where the Coulo
repulsive energy between electrons or holes dominates
thermal fluctuations. Turnstile operation in a SQDL set
where a single QD is coupled to a high-Q optical cavity, is
superior for two reasons. First, the Coulomb repulsive
ergy between electrons or holes is larger in a single
because of its small size. Coulomb blockade and turns
operation is thus possible at higher temperatures. Second
spatial emission pattern and the spontaneous emission
are modified due to the presence of the optical cavity, wh
allows for a better output coupling of the emitted light and
higher modulation frequency.

In the second regime, the photon damping rate is sma
than the modulation frequency. Photons can be stored in
optical cavity, and lasing is possible. In order to demonstr
the transition from phase-incoherent, heralded single-pho
emisson to phase-coherent laser light, we calculated the
tensity autocorrelation functiong(2),

g(2)5^a†a†~ t !a~ t !a&5Tr$a†aeLtara†%, ~15!

FIG. 7. ~a! Schematic energy-band structure of the doub
heterojunction resonant-tunneling structure when the reson
tunneling condition is satisfied for electrons and holes at differ
bias voltagesV5Ve and V5Vh . ~b! Schematic level diagram o
the SQDL laser in this situation. Periodic switching betweenV
5Ve andV5Vh results in a periodic switching between the situ
tions RBC50, RCAÞ0 andRCA50, RBCÞ0.
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and the linewidth of the emitted light via numerical integr
tion.

Figure 8 shows the calculatedg(2) for four different driv-
ing frequenciesf. All curves are normalized by the mea
photon number averaged over many periodsT. The emission
rate of photons into the laser mode isb f if the ratesRBC and
RCA are larger than the driving frequencyf. In the upper
curve, Fig. 8~a!, b f is much smaller than the photon dam
ing time 1/k. The photons in the laser mode are antibunch
i.e., the probability to find a second photon succeedin
given photon is zero within a time intervalT. Furthermore,
photon emission events occur at regular time intervalsT. In
this low-frequency limit, the SQDL runs in a turnstile mod
The fluorescence light is a stream of single photons with w
regulated time intervals.

Whenf is increased@Fig. 8~b!–8~d!#, the mean number o
photons in the laser mode starts to increase onceb f becomes
comparable to or larger than 1/k. The regulated photon
stream evolves into phase-coherent SQDL light. Theg(2)

function finally approaches the steady state value calcula
for a continuously pumped three-level laser~with one-half of
the pump rate! which is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 8~d!.
The dependence of the linewidth on the driving frequencf
is shown in Fig. 9. The transition from phase-incohere
single-photon emisson to phase-coherent laser light is

-
t-
t

FIG. 8. Second-order correlation functiong(2) for different
modulation frequenciesf. ~a! b f 50.016k, ~b! b f 50.05k, ~c! b f
50.16k, ~d! b f 51.6k. For all curvesk55 MHz, b50.016,
g/(2p)531.8 MHz, RBC5104 MHz, andRAB51500 MHz. The
time is normalized toT51/f .
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served as a linewidth narrowing. In the low-frequency lim
the linewidth is determind by the linewidth of the cavi
containing an absorbing material. With increasing freque
the linewidth decreases and approaches the steady state
width of a continuously pumped three-level laser.

In the calculation shown in Fig. 8~d!, the electron and
hole tunneling rates are large compared to the modula
frequencyf 51/T. As mentioned above, this is the regime
a regularly pumped laser, and the pump noise introduce
very small. The situation is similar to a semiconductor
constant current operation@25#, where the minority carrier
number is modulated freely by spontaneous emission, sti
lated emission, and absorption processes. However, for
parameters used in the calculation shown in Fig. 8~d!, the
fractionh of emission~spontaneous and stimulated! into the
lasing mode out of the total spontaneous emission is m
smaller than one (h50.024). Thus, the noise introduced b
spontaneous emission into nonlasing modes is large.
noise can be suppressed by increasing the photon num
and thus stimulated emission, or by decreasing the spont
ous emission in other modes due to the geometry of cav
In order to demonstrate that sub-Poissonian light genera
is possible in the SQDL, we calculated the intensity sque
ing spectrum outside the cavity@26#

S~v!5114kH ReF E
0

`

dt exp~ ivt !~g(2)2^n&!/^n&G J
~16!

for different values ofh. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
h is small, super-Poissonian light@S(v).1# is produced.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the linewidth on the driving frequencf.
f is normalized tok/b.
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This is also the case for the parameters used for the calc
ton in Fig. 8~d!. With increasingh, a transition from super-
Poissonian to sub-Poissonian@S(v),1# light is observed. In
practice,h can be inreased by increasing theQ value of the
optical cavity and by increasing the coupling strengthg be-
tween QD and the lasing mode@12#.

VI. CONCLUSION

We gave a theoretical model for the electrically pump
single-quantum-dot laser. The model is equivalent to an
coherently pumped four-level laser. Laser oscillation can
obtained in this system for realistic experimental paramet
As mentioned, it is straightforward to account for a differe
or more complicated level structure in this system. T
would be the case for the implementation of optical pum
ing, which might be easier to achieve in a first experime
However, electrical pumping allows for precise control
the pumping process via the Coulomb blockade effect. T
unique feature of the SQDL laser is very attractive for po
sible applications, and allows for interesting experiments
study a regularly pumped cavity-QED system.
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FIG. 10. Intensity squeezing spectrum outside the cavity
~from top to bottom! h50.86, 0.87, and 0.89, which correspond
g/(2p)547.7, 50.9, and 55.7 MHz, respectively. The phot
damping ratek is 4 MHz, the decay in nonlasing modesRAB

51500 MHz, andRBC5RCA5104 MHz. The frequencyv/(2p)
is normalized tok.
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